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THE LANDSCAPE

ATB’s business plan for FY2017–19 comes at a very 

challenging time in Alberta’s history. While our 

province’s economy has experienced many ups and downs 

in the past, the current prolonged downturn is having a 

pervasive impact across many sectors in Alberta’s 

economy. It’s no longer just an energy sector story. Many 

of ATB’s customers are being affected, from individual 

retail customers to some of Alberta’s largest companies.

Not surprisingly, anything with such a negative impact 

on Alberta’s economy and our customers has a negative 

impact on ATB. Through the early part of this plan, ATB 

will be challenged with increasing loan loss provisions, 

slowdowns in the growth of our business, balancing loan 

growth with an expanded focus on growth in deposits, 

and carefully managing expenditures. 

At the same time, ATB is fortunate in that we face these 

challenging times from a strong position. The ATB Story 

and the work we’ve done on the ATBs and the Stadium 

have helped galvanize ATB’s culture and inspired our 

team members to deliver smart, simple, and helpful 

services to our customers. We’ve increased the number 

of customers we serve and developed a very positive 

reputation with businesses across the province. Our 

Investor Services Company (ATBIS) has shown its ability 

to weather the storms of market conditions and retain 

its investors’ confidence. Significant investments in 

technology and new channels and payments are 

beginning to pay off and shift ATB’s reputation from an 

older, more traditional bank to a financial institution 

that’s increasingly able to serve customers whenever 

and however they want. On top of that, we have enough 

experienced people who have seen these kinds of 

downturns in the past and can help us navigate through 

the difficult times. 

That foundation will be critically important to the success 

of our FY2017–19 business plans, especially for FY2017, as 

we do not anticipate a significant uptick in the economy 

until later in FY2017 at the earliest. That said, we’re in an 

extremely uncertain time, and we need to be prepared to 

adjust accordingly to serve our customers’ needs.
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The ATB Story
We can transform banking. Reimagine it. Make banking work for people. 

Because we carry the outrageous belief that banking can change people’s lives for the better. Make their time 
richer, their aspirations closer, their happiness deeper. 

How will we do this? By doing things other banks wouldn’t do. By being ever loyal to our customers, relentlessly 
inventive, and steadfastly genuine in our pursuit of Albertans’ greater good. By using banking to create happiness. 

Why happiness? Because good things happen when happiness becomes your purpose. 

That’s why ATB will always be more than a bank.

In spite of the challenging economic times, ATB will stick with our strategy and business model – starting with the ATB 
Story and delivering the promise of the Story through the ATBs and work on the Stadium. This year, we’ve added a 
strong focus on the voice of our customers, making sure that what we deliver and how we deliver it meets the test of 
being smart, simple, and helpful. ATB’s three goals remain the same: to be the place to work, to be loved and respected 
by Albertans, and to be number one in the markets we’re in.

 
 
 
 

 
 

In addition to following through and executing on the business model, this year’s strategic plan adds three new 
priorities, which will be a growing focus over the term of this business plan:

1. Becoming the bank for entrepreneurs

2. Focusing on where we grow and diversify

3. Reimagining banking

The following are key initiatives and actions to be taken company-wide, with a particular focus on FY2017.

STr ATEgiC HigHLigHTS
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Living the Team Member All-In
Building on the extensive work done in FY2016 to launch the ATB Story and infuse the 10 ATBs across the company, the 
next phase beginning in April 2016 maintains the momentum and embeds the importance of listening as the key to 
delivering on the ATBs. This next phase integrates much of the work already under way to develop great leaders and 
sets the stage for work in the fall to communicate ATB’s Story externally. 

Transforming the Stadium
The Stadium is the place where all the critical behind-the-scenes work gets done. Our work on streamlining processes 
and introducing new tools continues in five key areas:

1. Operational excellence—making continuous improvements and enabling an exceptional customer experience 

2. Customer relationship management—simplifying the process, making interactions with customers easy
regardless of which channel they prefer, and offering solutions that show we know them

3. Channels and payments—evolving to “reimagining banking” experiences no matter how customers choose
to deal with ATB

4. Information management—applying industry-leading data science techniques to predict and provide
solutions personalized to meet our customers’ unique needs

5. Products—with a focus on introducing new business models across our product portfolio

Innovation will also be a key focus as we identify opportunities to partner with fintechs and quickly get new initiatives 
up and running. 

Listening to Customers—Smart, Simple, and Helpful
Inserting the voice of the customer—and the three words “smart, simple, and helpful”—is a constant reminder that the 
single most compelling reason for everything we do is to serve our customers.

•	 Smart—Make	it	personalized	and	relevant	to	me,	make	it	meaningful	for	the	situation	I’m	in,	understand	what	
I	need	before	I	even	know	I	need	it,	and	customize	what	you	deliver	to	meet	my	needs,	not	just	yours.	

•	 Simple—Banking	is	too	complicated.	Make	yours	easy,	consistent	and	in	bite-sized	pieces	I	can	understand.	
Focus	on	what’s	important	and	leave	out	the	rest.	And	make	that	experience	consistent,	no	matter	if	I’m	in	a	
branch,	online,	on	the	phone,	or	using	a	mobile	device.	

•	 Helpful—Create	value	for	me	as	a	customer,	have	my	back,	and	remove	unnecessary	hoops	and	barriers	to	
delivering	what	I	need.	Make	it	convenient	and	easy	to	access	what	I	need,	when	I	need	it.	And	make	it	quick.	

In FY2017, we’ll deliberately expand our focus on the connections strategy with the understanding that this is one 
of the most effective ways to deliver exceptional service to our customers and maintain their loyalty. We’ll continue 
to focus not only on increasing the number of customers we serve (both retail and business customers) but also 
on deepening relationships in order to reduce the number of customers who choose to leave ATB. 
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Becoming the Bank for Entrepreneurs
Alberta is known for its entrepreneurial spirit. And with the downturn in the economy and uncertainty around the 
energy industry, there’s a renewed emphasis on entrepreneurs and the critical role they play. We believe ATB is uniquely 
positioned to fill this important niche in Alberta’s economy and to stand out as the leading organization that “gets” 
entrepreneurship. We’ll partner with entrepreneurs every step of the way from start-up, to growth and eventual 
succession planning. Plans for FY2017 will see ATB create Entrepreneurship Centres that will not only provide business 
financial services and advice, but also help entrepreneurs with their personal financial and investment needs. Our retail 
banking offer will become more “business-owner friendly,” and we’ll provide niche investment services for entrepreneurs. 

We’ll also offer capital investment solutions for both small and large clients. Establishing ATB Capital will create a unique, 
private-equity option for small businesses with plans for growth. And, acting as a conduit for capital investment (in 
partnership with AltaCorp), we’ll support larger businesses looking to source capital for transactions, transitions, 
and growth.

Focusing on Where We Grow and Diversify
While Alberta is well known as an energy province, a number of other sectors of the economy continue to grow, 
providing opportunities for ATB to expand our focus and support those businesses as they get stronger. These include 
opportunities in renewable energy, health care, banking for Aboriginal people, tourism, manufacturing and exporting, 
and banking for not-for-profit organizations. By developing expertise in these areas, ATB can not only diversify our own 
business but also help support the diversity of Alberta’s economy. We will continue to report publicly on our initiatives 
to support Alberta’s small and medium-sized enterprises. 

Re-imagining Banking
Customers’ obsession with the convenience and connectedness of their mobile devices continues to grow exponentially, 
disrupting the traditional model where people had to visit a branch to get what they needed. The rapid change in 
devices, technology, data uses, and applications continues to raise the bar for retailers, financial institutions, and others 
trying to keep their customers connected and engaged.

At ATB, our work to date on channels and payments will evolve to what we’re calling “reimagining banking.” 
Reimagining banking is about making banking work for people. It’s about delivering personalized and meaningful 
banking experiences for customers no matter how they choose to connect with us, and integrating digital, telephone, 
and in-person channels to create a seamlessly connected customer experience. Plans for FY2017 will see ATB deliver 
cash management tools for ATB’s business customers. We’ll invest extensively in the digital landscape to enable online 
and mobile business email money transfers and digital international remittances. We’ll also invest in improving the 
performance of our online sites and introducing more self-serve features to enhance the experience for customers.
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Results
ATB’s three-year financial forecast reflects the view that we are open for business despite the difficult economic times 
Alberta is facing. There will be a continued need to accelerate our financial performance by thoughtfully optimizing our 
returns, managing the increasing costs of regulatory requirements, and minimizing, as much as possible, the increase 
in loan loss provisions. 

The financial roadmap is a product of both our strategic plans and the need for us to provide solutions for 
our customers that yield strong risk-adjusted margins and fee income for ATB. Our net income target reflects a 
combination of strong revenue growth, cost management, and a focus on optimizing capital. 

In addition to tracking our financial results, ATB tracks key metrics that allow us to assess whether or not we’re meeting 
our three goals of being the place to work, being number one in the markets we’re in, and being loved and 
respected by Albertans. Based on our results for FY2016 and the impact of ATB’s various strategies, tempered by the 
current economic environment, we expect to be on track to achieve the following results over the next three years.

WHEr E WE’r E gOiNg 
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The place to work FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 
Engagement 87% 87% 88% 88%

Loved and respected by Albertans FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019
Customer advocacy index 58 59 60 60

Willingness to bank 54% 57% 59% 59%

Number one in every market we’re in FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019
Consumer customer market share 14.5% 15.2% 15.9% 16.6%

Business customer market share 20.9% 20.5% 20.9% 21.1%

Extraordinary results ($ millions) FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019
Net Income $62 $78 $392 $494



APPENDix: 
Ar EAS OF ExPErTiSE
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Retail Financial Services (RFS)
Our goal is to be respected as one of the best-run retail financial groups on the planet, to transform banking, to 
reimagine it… to make banking work for people. The role of RFS is to acquire low-cost deposits, connect customers 
with experts, and attract new customers to ATB Financial. Our priorities include gaining market share and constantly 
emphasizing productivity with our team members as our first priority. 

At the heart of our business, through the lens of the ATBs and with our customer at the centre of everything we do, our 
retail experts will carry a growth mindset and digital mindset to transform banking and make banking work for people.

Corporate Financial Services (CFS)
CFS assists Alberta businesses as they grow. This goal continues to drive our business, our strategies, and our team 
members. We will continue to be a catalyst for growth and diversification in this province, through our support of 
Albertan entrepreneurs and business professionals. Although the complexity of these businesses has increased over 
the years, we will ensure we have the expertise and solutions needed to help clients and organizations drive growth 
and success in this province. We will improve client experiences and ensure we consistently deliver smart, simple, and 
helpful solutions across any channel. 

Keeping up with our clients as they grow and diversify will help us remain number one in the markets we’re in, but this 
requires us to continue to expand the breadth and depth of our expertise and capabilities. As we expand into sectors 
such as renewable energy, project finance, health care, and other provincial GDP industries, the cash-management 
product-development project will become crucial for achieving market penetration and growth in our non-capital-
intensive income sources. 

Business and Agriculture (B&Ag)
We will reinvent and transform business banking. We will do this through our professional practice philosophy, a 
focus on becoming the financial institution for entrepreneurs and by re-thinking our potential to create outstanding 
and next-generation customer experiences. We will make ATB’s Story come alive for entrepreneurs, business owners, 
farmers, and ranchers. 

Being the financial institution for entrepreneurs goes beyond business banking. Working with all areas of expertise 
(AOEs) at ATB, we will extend our expertise to help RFS and ATBIS create outstanding and market-leading customer 
experiences for the personal and wealth management needs of entrepreneurs.

ATB Investor Services (ATBIS)
ATBIS has grown into a major competitor in the Alberta investment industry, with an ongoing commitment to live 
the ATB Story and transform the wealth industry for the greater good of Albertans. Helping over 65,000 Albertans, our 
award-winning Compass Portfolio Series and Mastery advisor teams have amassed over $13.9 billion in assets under 
administration and attained top-employer status and record-high client advocacy scores.

To continue our steady growth in key performance areas, we must confront the increasingly complex environment in 
which our investors live and guide them with the smartest, simplest, and most helpful advice in the industry. This will 
require us to evolve the level of advice we offer as leaders and advisors.

In support of ATB’s business model, our initiatives and new priorities will enable us to deliver on our 
commitments, including acquiring new customers and generating non-margin fee-income in the form of 
dividend payments to ATB Financial. 






